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DISTINCTIONS 
 
Defining and defending the distinctions of a pastor/scholar (or, 
minister/theologian) can easily take us to presuppositions 
groomed more by our contexts than we may realize. In his 
Princeton Seminary: A Narrative History, William Selden, describes 
the academic context that may forge and fudge our 
understanding of the credentials that the Bible intends for 
ministers to have in order to be responsible expounders of God’s 
Word: 
 

Of the some thirty Protestant seminaries that were in 
existence by 1840, six were Presbyterian of which 
Princeton was the largest. …[D]aily schedules included 
rising bells at five followed by chapel, breakfast and then 
classes…. While there were no charges for room or tuition, 
students paid from $6 to $10 a year for wood, from $1.25 
to $2.50 a week for meals…. 

 
Student James Waddell Alexander reported on the curriculum: 

 
. . . We recite … Hebrew, … Greek, … the Confession of 
Faith, … Biblical History. [We] hear lectures…on 
Theology, …on Biblical History, …on Criticism of the 
Original Scriptures, … on Jewish Antiquities. On Monday, 
I attend a Society for Improvement in the Criticism of the 
Bible. . . . On Tuesday night, the Theological Society…., 
On Thursday night, I am at liberty – to attend evening 
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lectures at the College. On Friday night, [again] the 
Theological Society, where questions in ethics and 
divinity are discussed. On Saturday night a weekly prayer 
meeting. On Sunday we have sermons from our three 
professors….  

. . . We live in a kind of literary atmosphere; all the 
conversation carried on here is of a literary kind…. [Italics 
mine] 

  
By the 1870s this classical curriculum that framed the 

“literary atmosphere” for pastoral preparation also included 
course work in church history and history of religion, and – wait 
for it—the theory and practice of homiletics, along with 
elocution, pastoral and ecclesiastical theology, apologetics and 
ethics, and systematic theology. Students were permitted to 
enroll at the College in various elective courses including 
revealed religion, ethnological science, metaphysical science, and 
philosophy. The seminary faculty, though small, also offered 
Arabic, Chaldee, and Sanskrit. 

This classical curriculum began to receive serious 
challenge during the first decade of the twentieth century, when 
students, supported by the Board of Directors, was so impudent 
as to appeal for inclusion of courses in “English Bible.” And in a 
classic example of “everything old is new again,” the Board also 
appealed for courses dealing with pastoral issues and ministerial 
responsibilities outside the pulpit. But most startling to the faculty 
were student petitions that actually requested professors to be 
pastoral in their teaching and to offer practical instruction in the 
life and leadership of the local church.  

Issues (that will seem uncomfortably contemporary) came 
to a head in the 1920’s and 30’s, under the presidency of J. Ross 
Stevenson.  Stevenson got the leverage for change as a 
consequence of declining enrollments, exoduses of students over 
objections to the “impractical,” classical curriculum, and 
exoduses or estrangement of professors who were aligned with 
Bible-believing church movements that championed the classical 
curriculum (which had become co-identified with commitment 
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to biblical fidelity). All of these led to the so-called “new 
curriculum” with “practical” pastoral courses that were designed 
to rescue the Seminary and better prepare pastors for local 
churches.  

Causing considerable debate then and now is the question 
of whether the “classical” emphases of the Bible-believing faculty 
hastened or hindered the movement of the wider church from 
biblical orthodoxy. Did the “literary atmosphere” accelerate 
departure from biblical loyalty, in reaction against a pastorally 
inept and out-of-touch scholarship; or, did the solid scholarship 
of the early Princetonians, create a foundation for biblical fidelity 
upon which later generations of evangelicals could build, at 
institutions such as Westminster, Biblical, Calvin, Covenant, 
Reformed, and similar seminaries after theological Liberalism’s 
houses of sand lost their luster? Did the “classical curriculum” 
lead to or from faithful Christianity in the local church? 

We will not resolve that debate tonight, but should 
consider why the issues that have had such a profound impact 
on our society, our churches, and our institutions continue to vex 
us. We know that sound exposition of Scripture requires, “being 
prepared in season and out” to give a “reason” for the hope that 
is in us, and we know that we must “rightly divide the Word of 
truth,” but do these responsibilities require “scholarship,” and, if 
so, of what nature is that theological endeavor? 

 
PASTORS AS SCHOLARS 

 
Why should pastors be scholars, and in what way should 
ministers be theologians (and are those even the right terms to 
use in tandem for describing local church leaders)? The 
discussion seems ever new. We actually are in the midst of a 
flurry of articles and books on the subject as persons like John 
Piper and D.A. Carson flesh out what it means to be a 
pastor/scholar, or a scholar/pastor, respectively. Owen Strachan 
and Kevin Vanhoozer argue that the pastoral office is a theological 
office. Strachan quotes both David Wells and Douglas Sweeney in 
support. Their discussions cite such notable figures as Calvin, 
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Luther and Augustine in defense of the idea that the work of the 
church is best advanced by those who are both able pastors and 
theologians.  

Andrew Wilson takes these notables, and makes the case 
that they are the exceptions that prove a very different rule—this 
rule: most pastors (who do not expect to make the history books 
like the notables just mentioned) must be generalists who can 
grasp the issues necessary for the pastoral endeavor, but do not 
aspire to be scholars whose careers in specialization inevitably 
diminish pastoral energies and distract from pastoral duties. 
Michael Kruger does us all a favor by offering a taxonomy for 
pastor-scholars, or scholar-pastors, or pure pastors, or devoted 
scholars, or something between that allows appropriate honor 
for differing positions, personalities, callings and, even, stages of 
life.  

Still, the questions remain about whether the in-the-
trenches, weekly-preaching, congregation-shepherding, soul-
winning, sin-challenging, hope-dispensing, I’ve-got-four-
messages-five-committee-meetings-six-counseling-sessions-
seven-deacons-dancing-one-wife-expecting-and-three-french-
hens pastor should be a theological scholar to any degree and, if 
so, why?   

The first question about whether we need to be any kind 
of a scholar/theologian is easiest to answer because we can 
readily root our answer in scriptural priorities.  

To expound from Scripture, we have to be able “rightly to 
divide the Word of truth.” We know that the 2 Tim. 2:15 phrase, 
“rightly dividing…” means to “cut straight” or “plow a straight 
furrow.” Paul contrasts this kind of accurate and life-producing 
preaching with inaccurate teachers, whose mouthings are as life-
threatening as gangrene in the church. We are thus called to be 
faithful and precise in our understanding and presentation of 
biblical truth, necessitating scholarship that involves a degree of 
expertise in language, history, and theology. Biblical pastoring 
requires a degree of scholarly understanding of the text in its 
Biblical context. We are called to be scholars of the biblical world. 
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 We also have to be able to “give a reason for the hope that 
is in us.” We are not called only to divide the Scriptures but to 
defend their truths. This necessitates understanding how people 
reason in specific times, situations and cultures. Paul’s various 
gospel approaches in different cultural setting are clear examples 
of how we must be prepared to understand our times and our 
world in order to penetrate its strongholds and take every 
thought captive with the truths of God’s Word.  Biblical 
pastoring requires a degree of understanding our times and 
contemporary thought. We are called to be scholars of the current 
world, especially our people’s current world.  
 Current world understanding can be overplayed so that 
our preaching and teaching become indistinguishable from the 
secular or the profane in the name of relevance, authenticity, and 
attraction. Paul was wise enough to warn of itching ears and 
profit motives. But the Biblical world understanding can be over 
emphasized in a manner that produces the scribal conceits and 
dead letter-ism the Bible does not shy from condemning. Neither 
a message on the hottest apps for my smart phone or the greatest 
insights of Hittite-tology are likely to produce the spiritual 
maturity that is the goal of faithful pastoring.  
 What can keep our pastoring responsibly scholarly, and 
our scholarship faithfully pastoral? The answer is being scholars 
not only of the Biblical world, and not only of the contemporary 
world, but also being wise concerning the world of the Spirit. 
 I love the older, NIV translation of Philemon 6: “I pray that 
you be active in sharing your faith, so that you will have a full 
understanding of every good thing we have in Christ.” That 
translation has been updated and made more accurate by good 
scholarship to read, “I pray that your partnership with us in the 
faith may be effective in deepening your understanding of every 
good thing we share for the sake of Christ.” The essence is clear 
in both translations: involvement in spiritual mission deepens 
gospel understanding. Here pastoring and scholarship or 
ministry and theology are not in tension, and are certainly not 
pitted against one another. Rather, fullness and depth of 
scholarship (i.e., “deepening” understanding of the spiritual 
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reality that biblical truth conveys) is a product of the mission of 
faith that pastorally seeks the spiritual transformation of others.    
 Wrestling for souls is key to understanding the Word with 
the gospel scholarship that is the mark of faithful pastoring. 
Those whose goal is transformation as much as information – 
those whose aim is attraction to Christ more than attraction to 
pews—will know something about the significance of the Word 
that careers driven only by intellectual endeavor or personal 
reputation cannot know.  
 None of this should surprise us. If we are called to 
expounding and defending of truth, then we should be “apt to 
teach.” Being able to instruct, necessitates being able to organize, 
communicate ideas, and show their significance. This latter 
responsibility moves us beyond the merely academic definitions 
of scholarship or routine definitions of pastoring.  
 If we take the Nehemiah 8 specifics as a helpful model for 
the preaching task, then we should focus on all the elements that 
passage identifies as necessary for making pastor/scholars 
faithful in theology and fruitful in ministry. Remember that 
Nehemiah is describing a time that the people of God are coming 
back from exile and do not recall the law of God or, even, the 
language in which it was first given. So, the Levites, “instructed 
the people” (vs. 7). What did this instruction involve? 
 

8They read from the Book of the Law of God, making it 
clear and giving the meaning so that the people could 
understand what was being read. 
 

Thus, the exposition of the Word included aspect of: 
 
 1.  What the Word says (Word Presentation) 
“reading” and “making it clear” = parash, to 
distinguish or specify clearly—perhaps translate 
 2.  What the Word means (Explanation) “giving the 
meaning” = sekel, to give the sense of meaning 
requiring perception or insight 
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 3.  How the Word can be understood (Exhortation) 
“causing” to understand = bîn, to separate mentally 
(for use) or assist in understanding (for  personal 
use) = significance 

 
This model was so helpful, it became the pattern of biblical 

preaching for following centuries, and should influence our own 
understanding and practice of biblical exposition. In order to 
pastor the people, the instructors of Nehemiah’s time made clear 
what the Word said, gave the meaning, and showed the 
significance for personal use. It was not enough to communicate 
academic definitions or abstract theology (though these were 
necessary); it was also necessary to say what difference biblical 
truth made in the lives of God’s people. Further (as we apply the 
Philemon insight about how sharing one’s faith results in a 
deepening of understanding), we understand such a process not 
only made the Word clear to God’s people, it gave deeper 
understanding to God’s instructors. 

So how does this discussion apply to our understanding 
of what is needed for someone to be a biblically-credentialed 
pastor/scholar or minister/theologian? It certainly means that 
preacher and teachers of God’s Word are to have sufficient 
knowledge of the biblical world and the current world to explain 
the meaning of the text. It also means biblically-qualified 
pastor/scholars must have sufficient knowledge of God’s people 
(their lives, their language, their struggles, their doubts, their 
fears, their pain) to explain the significance of the text. Previous 
generations described pastors as “doctors of souls,” helping 
ministers to understand the nature of scholarship that is true 
stewardship of the Word.  

Still distressing to many of my Presbyterian brothers are 
the words of our Directory for the Publick Worship of God [sic], 
written by our Reformation forbearers, who advocated 
preaching to “the necessities and capacities” of the people. We 
are usually quite happy to preach what the people need to hear—
that requires only that we examine the beauties of the text and 
the corrosions of the culture. But, addressing what people are 
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capable of hearing requires a scholar’s insight with a shepherd’s 
heart.  

What does preaching with “insight” and “heart” now 
mean for us? 

  
1. It means that, as pastors, we cannot just “wing it” and be 

faithful. Rightly dividing the Word is a scholarly task that 
involves theological understanding of Scripture and culture. 
I grieve for the pastors who have become so pragmatic that 
they are not studying the Scriptures for current depth of 
insight, and I grieve for those who have become so routine 
that they are repeating theological clichés of their pasts 
without understanding the world of their people. These are 
not simply the temptations of local pastors, but also the 
temptations of those who teach pastors. We can also rest upon 
unexamined or unengaged presentations of lectures, 
arguments, and approaches that are merely pragmatic, 
traditional, or preferential.  
 

2. Insight and heart commitment require that we, as scholars, 
cannot just “teach it” and be faithful. Deep understanding of 
“every good thing we share for the sake of Christ” requires 
partnership in ministry, being “active in the sharing of our 
faith,” becoming a doctor of souls, as we regularly consider 
the “necessities and capacities” of God’s people. Such 
ministry means daring to consider that our theological 
scholarship will be limited, even hindered, if we do not pastor 
in some way. In this regard, the Puritan William Ames’s 
definition of “theology” is profoundly helpful and 
challenging. He said, “Theology is the science of living to 
God.” Without that living intention, our theological 
scholarship inevitably degenerates into a love of reputation, 
novelty, or controversy—as we, too, become more enthralled 
with what the Gospel can provide for our careers than what 
it can provide for God’s people.  
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Deep understanding of the Word requires some 

“partnership” in the gospel in your local church, in your local 
prison, in your local soccer club, in your three-year-old’s Sunday 
School. I recognize that we professors will tend to say that our 
students are our ministry, and that may well be if you are truly 
involved in their lives beyond the lectern. Are you? Do you know 
whose wife miscarried last week, whose parents are divorcing, 
whose job is in jeopardy, whose child has autism, whose 
neighbor is addicted, or poor, or needing bail money—and, if 
you know, are you pastoring those students beyond the lectern 
and the mandatory office hours (for which hardly anybody 
shows up)? 

Immediately the reaction of many theological scholars, 
even those who train preachers can be, “That’s not my job. 
Pastoral care is for the local church pastor, not the one training 
pastors.” But “deepening understanding” of Gospel truth is our 
job, if we are preparing pastors with biblical scholarship that is 
spiritually astute as well as academically refined.  
 If our seminaries and Bible schools simply follow a 
university model of offering “divinity courses,” where a few 
experts dispense scholarly gems for the informationally 
deprived, then we may be allowed to survive in “a kind of literary 
atmosphere.” But, if we, our students, and God’s people are to 
thrive in the Spirit then our pastors must be scholars of the Word, 
the World, and God’s people. This understanding requires that 
scholars with a “deepening understanding” of the matters of the 
Spirit must be pastors of somebody—a calling made all the more 
difficult by hybrid—and distance-models for classes, and by 
commuter seminaries! 
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CONCLUSION 
 
My own recent discovery, by way of confession and rejoicing: 
  
After pastoring for a decade, I went into seminary teaching and 
administration for 30 years. In that time frame, I became a jack-
in-the-box preacher, preaching in a different pulpit almost every 
week to represent the seminary, answer invitations, or advance a 
cause.  
 Only in the last seven years have I returned to local church 
ministry. I still preach in a lot of different pulpits, but most 
Sundays I am in the same church ministering to the same people 
that I have gotten to know and love. It is hard for me to put into 
words the difference. For thirty years, I preached to raise funds, 
spread influence, or advance causes. For most of the last decade, 
I have learned again what it means to wrestle for souls: to preach 
to parents whose child has cancer about the hope that is real 
despite their pain and fear; to preach to a couple who come to 
church together despite his recent affair; to preach to teens I 
know are sleeping together, or doing drugs, or being abused by 
their father and, despite, all that, cling to them for Christ’s sake.  
 I don’t know how much longer the Lord will give me this 
ministry, but I look at the likely possibility of returning to the 
preaching circuit in retirement years with a certain dread. The 
prospect rattles an emptiness in me. I cannot tell you the 
exhilaration of people turning to the gospel, the pain of people 
leaving because they didn’t get from me what they wanted, the 
beauty of relationships being healed, and the fear that this week’s 
message won’t be as good as last week’s, or the last pastor, or the 
visiting jack-in-the-box preacher who only has to roll out his best 
stuff the way I used to. Pastoral preaching with a deepening 
understanding of the matters of the soul is the thrill of a roller 
coaster ride that puts me on my knees before the Spirit of God, 
and deepens my appreciation of Him and His work in profound 
ways that I had forgotten, if I ever knew them. I praise the Lord 
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for still teaching me that I am not yet the scholar or theologian I 
thought I was, and that there is still new, precious ground to 
plow and harvest by the Spirit through the pastoral proclamation 
of His Word.  

 


